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ACROSS
1 Subordinate expressed disappointment loudly
(4)
3 Academic works backing specialists and new
members, say (10)
10 Reached outside line with right video
equipment (9)
11 Technology company securing each piece of
construction (1-4)
12 Diggers positioned on the sides of large,
empty spaces (5)
13 Limit revision of A-list's prominent
characters (8)
15 One posted in desert is helping (6)
16 Permanent cross cut out of surface (7)
18 Vehicle's jack, for example, missing end
piece (3)
19 One mostly involved with mangling of prose?
(7)
20 Fun time in gym is executed without delay (6)
22 Gauge circuit connected in dynamo (8)
24 Advertising material isn't distributed around
here at the end (5)
26 Silence covering a sign of indifference (5)
27 Conservative element in an organisation set
up distribution of a drug (9)
28 Launderer embarrassed about admitting
organised larceny (3-7)
29 Marine mammals not needing large bodies of
water (4)

29

DOWN
1 Head of company, in possession of cash,
developed and developed sweetener (10)
2 Audition tape left by editor in arranged event
that's smashing (10,5)
4 Strong colour, puce, not taking soft tone
down (6)
5 Agent leaves retired person who's big and
strong (8)
6 One female released by thief is implicated in
robbery (5)
7 Marketing keeping pressure on male with one
investment - it's a typical problem (8,7)
8 Problem with power in pit where liquid drains
(4)
9 Broadcast of good news is received (4,4)
14 Trite remarks given space in correspondent's
additional material (10)
17 Sleepers, say, heard unrestricted calls? (8)
18 Procedure in clubs backed broadcast
standards (8)
21 Decorated baronet worked without input of
bishop (6)
23 Notable mound of hard snow (5)
25 A number of ambitious editors took drugs (4)

